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Burn, Baby, Burn
by xenoamorist

Summary

While Jared watches Ten Inch Hero, Jared’s sideburns instantly fall
in love lust with Jensen’s Priestly!sideburns. Shenanigans ensue.
Sideburns copulate.

Notes

Challenge: blindfold_spn, “Umm, okay, so:

While Jared watches Ten Inch Hero, Jared's sideburns fall in instant
love with Jensen's Priestly-sideburns. They conspire to get Jared to:

A. Woo and fall in love with Jensen so that:

B. Jared can convince Jensen to grow his sideburns back.

Jared's sideburns wait patiently for Jensen's hair to grow in until
that perfect moment where the Js rub the sides of their faces
together and their bristles finally, um, penetrate each other.

*facepalms*

(Bonus points if Jared's sideburns have NAMES like Lee and Blake
or something.)”

Additional warnings: Sort of... dub-con? in that Jensen’s not
exactly consenting to cheek-rubbing, and Jared’s doing so sort of
under duress. Under extreme nagging. I don’t know; I have no idea
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how I’m supposed to tag this fic and what warnings to attach. TOO
MUCH CRACK. I CANNOT.

Mirrored on Livejournal:
http://momentane.livejournal.com/13840.html

They do this sometimes—watch stupid movies that the others have been in.
Truly regrettable stuff. Last week, it’d been Thomas Kinkade’s Christmas
Cottage, and Gen had made Jared wear that stupid red scarf for days
because she thought it looked “cute”. Ugh.

This week—this week, they’re watching Ten Inch Hero. Jared doesn’t have
high expectations; the title is already questionable, and, by the looks of it,
this is going to be just another stupid rom-com. So he sinks into the couch
with a bunch of other people crowded around—Gen has a huge grin on her
face; Danneel’s looking a little hesitant; Jensen’s lips are set halfway
between a grimace and a smile; Misha looks like he’s about ready to pounce;
Vicki looks amused.

Jensen catches sight of Misha’s grin and groans.

“Hey, next week, it’s gonna be Stonehenge Apocalypse,” he says, and Misha
rolls his eyes.

“It was a brilliant movie,” he says. The theme music to Ten Inch Movie starts
playing, and their eyes all swivel back to the big-screen TV. They all cheer
when Jensen’s name pops up on screen, and they cheer again when
Danneel’s name pops up.

Wide-angle shots of the beach. Some girl’s riding on a bike. Okay, now she’s
looking for a job, and there are some cheesy, comic-relief regulars in the
background. Danneel looks pretty damn hot. Okay, more boring exposition,
and then—

“Oh wow,” Jared says when Jensen walks on screen. Well. Bursts on, really,
to ridiculous rock music, and now he’s doing a stupid danse. Jensen looks
pretty damn ridiculous in that get-up: spiked mohawk, piercings all over,
heavy eyeliner, and—his jaw drops open. He thought that maybe his own
sideburns—(Bruce and Lee, thank-you-very-much, kung-fu movies are
awesome okay)—were pretty impressive, but those? Damn.

Jensen’s character—Priestly? The fuck kind of name is that?—is saying
something, but none of it registers with Jared. Instead, he feels a crawling
sensation over his cheeks, as if all his hairs are standing on end, tugging
toward the TV. Oh God. This doesn’t make any sense. He glances around—
all the others are transfixed on the TV. Misha looks way too absorbed in this
than he should. Gen is squealing over something, and Danneel giggles.
Jensen rolls his eyes.

“I, uh,” Jared says, running a hand along his sideburns, coaxing them to stop
tingling. “Bathroom break,” he chokes out. Danneel raises an eyebrow, but,
other than that, Jared slips away unnoticed. He dashes to the bathroom and
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practically slams the door shut. He braces himself against the counter and
breathes, hard, as he stares at himself in the mirror.

“All right, Bruce, Lee,” he hisses, “stop that right now.”

The thing is—Jared was always a late bloomer. Yeah, sure, he’s absurdly tall
now, but back in middle school? Let’s just say that, whenever they took class
photos according to height, he was one of the first to get his picture taken.
And freshman year of high school involved way too many trips, headfirst,
into the dumpsters. It wasn’t until sophomore year of college that he really
started to grow, and even then, it was more of the awkward, gangly teenage
kind of growing. It’s only been in the past few years that he’s really started
bulking up.

And his sideburns—man, he can still remember the day when he discovered
a hair growing out of his jaw. The first hair. He’d been wishing, hoping,
praying for some facial hair. So he could be cool, just like the guys who
always brought their guitars to school and played acoustic Metallica covers
while sitting on the curb outside the school gates. Or just like the football
jocks, beefy and broad-shouldered, who shaved their sideburns in a neat,
straight line that emphasized the shape of their jaw.

That was back during junior year of high school. They’d started growing in
more, patchy at best, but more uniform by senior year. His mom didn’t let
him have sideburns—“You look silly, dear”—and shaving his entire face had
been a habit that’d carried over through college. He hadn’t bothered
growing out his sideburns until—well, until the past couple of years. And
apparently the look had carried over well, so he did his best to maintain
them now.

He runs a finger along his right sideburn—Bruce. And then along his left—
Lee. They’re practically radiating heat. Eagerness.

He knows it’s not normal. Sure, every guy gets excited over having a little
facial hair, but this? Talking to his sideburns? This is probably a little
excessive, even for a late bloomer. But, even so... it isn’t like it’s all in his
mind. Because he swears that they talk to him, sometimes, especially if he’s
lying in bed and it’s quiet. He just has to screw his eyes shut and really
listen, and there they are, whispering.

A laugh rises up from the other room.

Jared closes his eyes. Bruce is closer to the door, and Jared can feel him
squirming, tugging him back.

Come on, Lee says. Let’s go back. They’re probably worried if we’re
constipated or something. Gen might even come in with summa that Ex-Lax, and
you wouldn’t want everyone else seeing that, would you?

Yeah, Bruce says. I wanna get another look at those two hotties on the screen.
Mm-mmm. Talk about sideburns, man.

Did you see the way they just—angle like that? Above his jaw? So sharp, Lee
whispers, and Bruce giggles, like some kind of fucking schoolgirl.



Oh yeah, he says, and tugs harder at Jared. Come on. We’re missing all the
fun.

Jared yanks open the door and stumbles out of the bathroom, gasping.
Misha raises an eyebrow.

“Did you Febreeze the bathroom?” he says, and Jared rolls his eyes.

“Yeah, shut it,” he says, his voice almost trembling. Bruce and Lee are
practically vibrating in their excitement—Jensen’s on the screen again. His
hair’s red this time, but those sideburns—still commanding the entire
screen. Jesus fucking Christ. Sideburns that big should be illegal.

Jared resists the urge to slap Bruce and Lee. Goddamn, they’re whispering
so fucking loud, running a stream of commentary about Jensen’s sideburns.

Oh yeah, baby, work it, Lee hisses, and, oh God. Can sideburns even
masturbate? What the—his cheek itches, and he doesn’t even want to
imagine what this looks like.

Hey, save some’a that action for me, Bruce says, sniggering, and Lee moans.

Jared casts an anxious glance around him. No one’s staring at him—no one
gives any sort of indication that they can hear Bruce and Lee being
obnoxious fuckwads. Danneel is staring fondly at Jensen. This was probably
when they started dating. The scene cuts to the beach, and Jared breathes a
sigh of relief. Now they’re focusing on Piper telling Jen about her baby. No
Priestly in sight. Gen has her hands clapped over her mouth; her eyes are
wide. She leans in closer, totally absorbed in the story. Misha isn’t as visibly
absorbed as Gen, but he’s still leaning in.

Okay. Maybe Priestly’s a minor character. Maybe they won’t see too much of
him, and maybe watching this won’t be torture.

Except—cut scenes again. And there’s Jensen, wearing a new T-shirt with a
snarky slogan, and this time, it’s Bruce moaning, whispering filthy things,
and fuck, why do Jared’s ears have to be so goddamn close to his sideburns?

Look at you, Bruce hisses, and Jared can feel his cheek twitching. Oh yeah.
Yeah, get it, baby. Just like that. Yeah. C’mon Jensen, turn your face this way. Oh
yes, just like that. Look at those curves. You’re fucking gorgeous, baby; can’t
take my fucking eyes off of you.

Goddamn, you fucking whore, Lee says through laughs. And you’re the one
telling me I have a dirty mouth. Are you even listening to yourself? Jesus Christ,
you’re such a slut for the bristles.

Shut the fuck up, Bruce says, only he’s panting now, and Jared swears his
cheeks are spasming. C’mon, have you ever seen such a fine piece of ‘burn?

Okay. You got me there.

Jared buries his face in his hands, making sure to cover his sideburns while
he’s at it. Do they even have eyes? How the fuck do they see? They protest
underneath his fingers, but, goddammit, it’s better than listening to them
jerk themselves off, however the fuck that works.



“Hey, this movie isn’t that awful,” Vicki says, and Jared groans.

“I just—can’t—stand Jensen’s stupid face like that,” Jared says, his voice
choked, and Gen elbows him in the ribs.

“Play nice,” she says, only she sounds distracted. The background music
shifts, and female voices drift across the room. Okay. Maybe it’s safe to look
now. Clea DuVall’s character is saying something. Danneel leans over the
counter. Okay, maybe it’s just some girly conversation.

And then Priestly walks in again.

Yeah, baby, Bruce murmurs.

Jared groans.

Our Father who art in Heaven, hallowed be thy name, Jared thinks, tensing all
his muscles and praying as fervently as he can, please send down a holy
lightning bolt and kill me right fucking now. Thanks. Amen.

❧

Jared isn’t sure how he managed to make it through the rest of the movie.
All he knows is that it’s late, and he’s under the covers, and that goddamn
movie is finally over, thank God. Gen’s stripping down to just her undies. She
unclasps her bra and tosses it over to the side, then pulls her pajama shirt
on over her head. She slides under the covers and snuggles up against
Jared.

“That was such a good movie,” she says, burying her nose in the crook of
Jared’s shoulder. “I mean, I thought it was kind of cheesy at first, but then it
was like—I got so absorbed in all their stories. I really wanted to know what
happened to all of them.”

“Yeah,” Jared says absently. A few quiet moments pass between them, and
Jared feels himself beginning to drift off to sleep.

Hey. Hey Jared.

Jared grits his teeth. His eyes flutter open.

“Did you say something?” Jared says, and the sheets rustle as Gen looks up.

“No, why?”

“Just thought I heard something,” Jared says, and he can feel Gen’s face
furrow into a puzzled expression.

“I didn’t hear anything.”

“Must be the wind then.”

“Mmm.”

Gen snuggles back up against Jared, and Jared can feel it as her breaths fall
to a slow and steady rhythm.



Hey. Stop ignoring us.

Jared. Jared! Hey!

God, why haven’t you smited me yet? Jared pleas. His cheeks are twitching
again.

Hey Jared, so, me ’n Lee have been talking, Bruce says.

I’ve noticed, Jared thinks. He spreads out his arms and legs so that he’s lying
spread-eagle on the bed. Please God. I haven’t asked for much. Just smite me
now.

Yeah, so, we were thinking, Lee says. Jensen, right? He looks nice clean-shaven,
sure, but c’mon. You were totally staring at his ’burns too, right? You totally
thought they were hot.

“I do not think Jensen’s sideburns are hot,” Jared says. The words burst out
of him, and Gen rolls over with a snort.

“Hm?” she says, her eyes bleary, her voice soft with sleep.

“Nothing,” Jared says hastily, then pulls her in close. Okay. He’s definitely
losing it. He’s having an argument with his sideburns. His motherfucking
sideburns. And, the worst part? He’s losing this argument.

So, Bruce says. Lee and I, we have a plan. You in?

A plan? Jared thinks. Oh come on; you have got to be kidding me.

Yeah, Bruce continues. So. We want you to convince Jensen to grow his
sideburns back out.

Preferably the exact same way they were in Ten Inch Hero, Lee says. You
know, shaved at the same angle. Looked really good on him.

Do whatever it takes, Bruce says, and pleading, downright begging edges his
voice. Woo him. Fuck him. Whatever. Just change his mind about this whole
fucking clean-shaven look. It doesn’t suit him.

Absolutely not, Jared says. He does not need to imagine himself fucking
Jensen right now; he’s about to go to sleep, goddammit, and he wants to
have peaceful dreams, not—not—sweaty gay dreams. No.

Do it, or we’ll have a Talk with Jackie.

Jackie? Jared thinks.

Oh come on. It’s been years; don’t tell me you don’t know your hair’s name, Lee
says. Bruce sighs.

She’s fucking tireless, man. Protects your precious little scalp from sunburn.
Whips herself around like some kind of burlesque dancer so you can get all
those dramatic scenes down perfectly. You know what, Jared? She’s got dreams
too, you know? She wants to be in a Pantene Pro-V commercial. Or even Herbal



Essence. She thinks she’s got the looks, and we can’t blame her. She knows how
to work it. And do you ever acknowledge her? Do you ever do more than brush
her off, tuck her behind your ear? Bruce says. Jared can hear the faint sound
of high-pitched, pitiful weeping.

I never ask for much, another voice says, and, oh God, that must be his hair.
Jackie. Oh God, what the fuck is wrong with him?

Do it for me, Jared, Jackie says, sniffling. I just wanna see the boys happy, you
know? Like, even if you’re not going to humor me with a shampoo commercial
or something—I mean, I get it; I was just—born onto the wrong body, I guess. I
understand. It’s usually women in those commercials, and your body just doesn’t
suit what they’re looking for. That’s okay. I can’t fault you for that. And I mean,
maybe like—maybe we can do an Axe commercial? I’m not really one for men’s
products, you know, but that’s okay. They don’t have to know. But I mean—
these boys. Bruce. Lee. They just wanna be happy; they’re always so scorned.
People think they look silly, and I mean, they can’t help the way they look—

“Okay! I’ll do it!”

Gen punches him in the side, her eyes still closed.

“Go to sleep already,” she mumbles, then rolls over. Jared runs a hand
through his hair (much to Jackie’s delight) and smacks Bruce and Lee.
Maybe that’ll shut them up. But they seem happy enough with Jared’s
agreement, and they fall silent. Sleep, blissful and quiet, washes over him.

❧

“Hey, um, Jensen,” Jared says. He holds out a steaming cup of coffee and a
bagel wrapped in a napkin. “Thought you might be hungry. Grabbed you
some breakfast.”

“Thanks,” Jensen says, taking the cup and bagel. His eyelids still hang heavy
with sleepiness—it is 7AM, after all, and Jared can’t blame him. Jensen pops
the lid off of the coffee cup and blows over it; the black surface ripples.
Jared can see a few spots on his upper lip where his stubble’s beginning to
grow out, and his chin’s getting a little bristly, too.

“Yeah, no problem,” Jared says.

Get on with it! Lee calls out, and Bruce snickers.

Yeah, come on! Stop being such a wuss!

Jared clears his throat, and Jensen looks up mid-sip.

“So, uh,” Jared says. “I was thinking. Maybe, you know—well, the fans seem
to really like the whole scruffy look. It probably wouldn’t be a bad idea if, you
know, you grew out your sideburns. Like Priestly in Ten Inch Hero.”

Jensen snorts. “Yeah? God, I looked so awkward in that movie.”

“No, no, you looked fine,” Jared says, all in one breath. He tries to plaster on
as earnest of an expression as he can. Acting skills, activate. “You looked
pretty hot, actually.”



Jensen raises an eyebrow as he takes a bite out of his bagel. “You think so?”

“Yeah,” Jared says, grinning while hating himself. Fuck this shit, he thinks.

“Huh. I’ll think about it,” Jensen says. He runs the back of his bagel-holding
hand along his jaw. “Would it be too cheesy if Sam and Dean had matching
sideburns?”

“Oh no, not at all,” Jared says, nodding earnestly, his face screwed into utter
earnestness. “The fans will go crazy. I mean, you saw how much they liked
scruffy Misha, and they all love my sideburns, right? So, you know, scruffy
Dean will be perfect. Yeah. Only more like, you know, a little more like
Priestly, tough-guy scruffy. That’d totally match Dean’s character, right?
Really badass.”

“Yeah,” Jensen says. “Okay. Sure.”

Fuck yeah! Bruce and Lee say simultaneously, and Jared breathes out a sigh
of relief.

Only Jensen cuts that sigh off short.

“I’ll think about it.”

Aw, man! Jared, that better not be a no! You go and do whatever the fuck you
need to to get him to say yes, Lee says. Jackie swings a lock of hair into
Jared’s eyes.

You gotta do your best for the boys, you hear me? They’re the only ones who
can really get a chance at happiness now, you know. Now that Jet’s gone—

Jet? Jared thinks.

Oh, honey, Jackie says, then sighs. I mean, I know you and Jet weren’t besties,
but the least you could do was learn his name, you know? Jet’s always had your
back! Before, you know, you started waxing him off, and I can’t blame you
either; gotta do what the directors say, and no one likes to see a hairy back,
right?

Hairy—back—Jet—the fuck—okay, anyone else I should know about?

Well, there’s Donnie, but we haven’t seen him since you started shaving it all off
—

Jared thinks he’s gonna be sick.

❧

Okay. Focus. Just—get through the day. Jared goes over his lines, and, fuck,
it’s really hard to concentrate with Bruce, Lee, and now Jackie chatting up a
storm around him.

Hey, Lee? Hey, you see that? Bruce says.

Bruce! You sick fuck! They’re just little baby bristles. C’mon, man, you know
you’re not supposed to do anything if they’re still under a eighth of an inch long!



Oh come on, how long are we gonna have to wait? This is killing me, Lee!

Patience is a virtue, Bruce.

Yeah, you can talk! You can have your fuckin’ lesbian sex with Jane all the time;
you don’t know what this is like—

Jane? Jared thinks. His hair’s been fucking? His hair can fuck?

Gen’s hair, sweetie, Jackie says, sighing wistfully. Oh, she’s such a good lay.

Oh God. Does Gen know about this? Is her hair sentient too? Good God. He
can’t—he’s gonna need a good drink tonight. Maybe two. Or three. Or an
entire fifth.

“Jared. Come on. Focus.”

Jared shakes his head a little more violently than usual, willing the three of
them to shut up.

“Hey man. If you need a break, just say so,” Jensen says, clapping a hand on
Jared’s back. His cheek is almost touching Jared’s, and Bruce catcalls.

Hey sexy! he says, What’s your name?

Silence for a second, and then a more high-pitched voice responds, Voltaire.

Voltaire? Ooh, classy. Boy, I’ll be the Cunégonde to your Candide. Or we can
switch off. I ain’t picky.

Bruce, man! Give it a few more weeks, Jesus Christ!

“I—I need a break, yeah,” Jared says, swallowing thickly as he pulls himself
away from Jensen.

❧

A week or so later, Jensen’s beginning to look positively fuzzy.

Hey, you better make sure he’s still in on this, Bruce says.

Yeah, or we’ll get Jackie to strangle you.

Jared grits his teeth. They’re on a lunch break now, and Jensen’s hanging off
to the side, munching on a sandwich as he flips through the script.

“Hey, Jensen,” Jared says, sidling up beside him. He works the words
through in his mind, but, nope, there’s no way to ask without it being totally
awkward. “You, uh. Looks like you’re growing out the sideburns, yeah?”

“Yeah,” Jensen says, running a hand along his jaw. “I mentioned it to
Danneel, and she said that half the reason she had the hots for me in the
first place was because of the stupid sideburns in the first place.”

Jared laughs weakly. “Yeah. You, uh, seriously look hot with those
sideburns. I mean, like, damn.” He musters up an overenthusiastic wink and



jabs at Jensen’s side with his elbows. Jensen snorts.

“Thanks. I mean, I’m really flattered. I guess? I never knew sideburns were
such a big thing,” he says, then pauses. He glances away, and his chest
hitches with a breath before he continues, the words coming out fast and
hurried. “And I mean—look, Jared, you and I both, we’re pretty progressive
about these things, right, and I know we’ve both apparently got a thing for
dating coworkers, and—I mean, Danneel’s totally cool with it, and I bet Gen’s
cool with it too, but, look, it’s never a good idea to date your coworker while
you’re still working together—”

Oh God. Jensen doesn’t think he—

“Yeah, no, I got it,” Jared says, a little too breathy and nervous for his taste.
Oh God, Jensen’s going to think that he’s into him, and, no, it’s not like that
at all—

Hey, what’s your name? Lee calls out to Jensen’s right sideburn.

Who’s asking?

Hottest sideburn you’ll ever see, babe.

Hmph. I’ve seen better.

Oh come on, don’t pretend like you don’t want a piece of this—

Oh, please.

Playing hard-to-get?

What about it?

A pause. Oh God. Sideburn UST. Jared’s gonna vom.

Rousseau, the other sideburn says, finally. Jesus Christ. Voltaire? Rousseau?
Really, Jensen?

That’s hot, Lee says.

That’s enough, Jared thinks.

“I’m gonna grab a sandwich,” Jared says, then walks away.

❧

The next few weeks are filled with agony. It’s like watching a movie, only in
slow motion, except the slow motion’s being slowed down too.

Just when he thinks he’s about ready to throw himself off a cliff, Jensen
shows up, sideburns freshly trimmed, shaped perfectly into their Priestly
shape. Today’s the day. He knows it, and he’s not sure if he’s ready for it,
but—he has to. Or else Bruce, Lee, and Jackie will drive him insane.

Well.

More insane than he already is.



Break time. Jared’s heart thunders against his chest. Oh God. He’s got to
think of some excuse to do this. Some stupid reason. Maybe he’ll just—come
up with another one of his pranks. Or a stupid comment. Or, well,
something. Anything. It doesn’t really matter. He’s just got to get this over
with, and then maybe—maybe they’ll all shut up, and he can have silence,
sweet silence, and then maybe he can convince Jensen to shave the
sideburns off. Because lying through his teeth and telling him that they look
hot is effort enough in itself.

You think too much, Lee says. Just get on with it already.

Yeah. C’mon!

Jared steels himself.

“Hey,” he says, stepping toward Jensen. “Have you ever thought—I mean,
why’s it gotta be all dogs that go to heaven, right? Why not cats?”

Seriously, dude? We don’t need any of this foreplay bullshit. Just hop on in.
We’ve been blue-rooting for the past month, man!

“Like, you know, cats have a bad rep. People think they’re all aloof, but hey,
they wanna be loved too. They’ll rub themselves all over you; you just can’t
ask for it.”

He manages to force some strength into his words and prevent his voice
from trembling. Okay. It’s now or never. If he doesn’t do this, Bruce and Lee
will never shut up. And he’ll have to stare at those sideburns forever.

“Like this.”

He grabs Jensen’s face in his hands. And then, before Jensen can protest,
Jared leans in and brushes Bruce against Voltaire.

Oh, baby, Bruce moans. Jared can feel it as Bruce’s hairs slot between
Voltaire’s, and Voltaire lets out a little yelp. Maybe Voltaire doesn’t like it,
except then Voltaire starts laughing, and then moaning. Oh yeah, baby. Yeah,
you like it rough, don’t you? Just like this. Oh baby, I’ve been waiting for so long
for this. I’ll be your Cunégonde, I’ll be your Candide. I’ll be whoever the fuck you
want me to be.

I want you to be yourself, Voltaire breathes, then moans. Oh God. Right there.
Just like that, baby.

Yeah? You like that?

Yeah—yeah—oh fuck, baby, that’s good. That’s so good. Faster, baby.

“Jared? What are you—”

Jared grits his teeth and pretends he’s grinning. He rubs a little faster. And
hates himself for it.

Oh—oh—Bruce, Bruce, I’m gonna—



Yeah, come for me, baby.

Bruce—!

And then Jensen’s cheek twitches, and a look of confusion passes over
Jensen’s face. Jared’s cheek twitches against Jensen’s as well, and he parts
from him.

Done.

Except—

Hey. Hey. What about me?

Fuck.

What, you’re just gonna let Bruce have all the fun? That dirty bastard? I’ve been
patient too, you know. I didn’t even ogle when they were underlength, man! You
gotta give me some respect. Let me have my fun too.

He hates his life. Jared spins Jensen around and turns his head so that Lee’s
facing Rousseau. Lee takes in a surprised little breath.

Never really told anyone, but—I’m into voyeurism. Does that make me a naughty
boy?

Fuck, Lee breathes. Yes. A naughty, naughty little boy. You need to be
punished.

Yeah? Rousseau says. I’m ready. Lay it on me, Sir.

“What the hell—”

Lee moans as Jared squeezes his eyes shut and dives in, rubbing his cheek
up against Jensen’s.

And you call me a dirty bastard! Bruce says, but there’s no malice in it.
There’s only good-natured laughter, and he’s egging Lee on with little
shouts and yeah!s.

So naughty, Lee moans. Yeah, you like these hard bristles, don’t you?

Yeah, Rousseau moans. Yeah, baby, yeah. So much. Don’t stop.

Lee lets out a little laugh. Oh, you think you’re in control? Baby, you don’t get
to command me to do anything.

Jared pauses. God, this is getting fucked up, fast. Well, no. It’s already
fucked up, but he—he doesn’t know how much longer he can take this. Can
he just—stop this, end this right now—

Jared! Jackie screeches, then swoops down around his neck and practically
strangles him. Come on! You said you would!

Baby, please, Rousseau moans, and Jared holds his breath and dives back in,
rubbing even more viciously, channeling his anger into the motions. Jared
hates his life. Goddammit. This is what he has become, some cheap proxy for



sideburn sex, a body controlled by his fucking hair. Is this real life? When
the fuck did he get reduced to this?

Yeah, beg for it, Lee hisses, rubbing so fiercely between Rousseau that Jared
can feel his own cheek growing raw, nevermind Jensen’s.

Please! Please, Sir!

Yeah, call me Sir, beg for it, beg for it—

Sir! Sir, may I come, sir!

Yeah baby, come for me. Come for me.

And then Jared’s cheek gives a great shudder, and Jensen’s cheek twitches
in response, and, oh God, can Jensen hear that? Can he fucking hear that?
Rousseau’s a fucking screamer; there is no way that Jensen isn’t hearing
that. This can’t all be in his mind.

Jared breaks away.

It must’ve been only a few seconds’ worth of sideburn sex, but damn, that
felt like an eternity. His cheeks are glowing, and he’s not sure if that’s post-
orgasmic bliss, or if he’s blushing furiously. God, how is he ever going to
face Jensen again?

“Uh,” Jensen says, raising an eyebrow and staring at Jared. “Yeah, um. Sure.
I’m... gonna grab a coffee.”

He walks away. Jared breathes out a sigh of relief. Bruce and Lee are
verbally patting themselves on the back, congratulating each other, and
Jackie’s whispering her congratulations as well.

True love, she says, longingly. Oh, Jane! I miss you.

Are you fucking satisfied? Jared thinks, seething. Now that I’ve made an
absolute fool out of myself?

Oh yeah. So satisfied.

Never been better.

Fuck this shit. Thank God he doesn’t have to see Jensen again for the rest of
the day. He manages to strong-arm his way through the rest of the day, and
then he bolts back home. He slams the front door and dashes into the
bathroom; he yanks the cabinet open and pulls out his electric razor. These
fuckers need to go, stat.

“Jared?”

Gen pulls the bathroom door open. Jared’s holding the razor in mid-air.
Bruce, Lee, and Jackie’s shrieks drown out the razor’s buzzing.

Hey, man! Not cool! After all we’ve done for you?

Half the reason why the fangirls are so into you is the ’burns, man!



Jared Padalecki, you do not kill your friends!

“Are you gonna shave your sideburns?” Gen says, tilting her head.

“Yeah,” Jared gasps out. Jackie’s sobbing now, screaming at him for being a
backstabber, a betrayer, a disloyal friend, and Bruce and Lee are clamoring
over each other to have their insults heard, and, fuck, fuck, maybe he’ll just
shave them all off—

“But I like them,” Gen says, pouting. Oh God, she’s giving him the puppy-dog
face. Those big, brown eyes, that wobbling lip, her brows drawn together
into an expression of utmost innocence and pleading, and, good God, he’s
never been able to say no to her like that. “Keep them? For me?”

He switches off the razor.

That’s a good boy, Jackie coos.

Hey man, don’t you ever try pulling that kind of shit ever again, Bruce says.

Yeah, man. Not cool.

Gen smiles.

“Thanks, babe,” she says, then leans in close to inspect his face. “You all
right? You look pale. Are you getting sick?”

“No,” Jared says. He sets down his razor, then rubs the heels of his hands
against his eyes. He puts on a weak smile. “I’m just peachy.”

❧

Jared looks forward to the gag reel every time they put one together. It’s
nice, to look back on their antics, and he usually leaves the screening with
his sides aching from laughter.

Blue steel. Classic. Can’t go through a gag reel without him and Jensen
making that stupid face. Jared makes the face again as the clip cuts to
something else, and everyone breaks into laughter.

Now Jensen’s doing a stupid dance. God, Jared doesn’t even know how
Jensen can make his limbs flail about like that and make it somehow
coherent. And then there’s a clip of someone falling—Misha messing up a
line—and then—

Oh God.

The bottom of Jared’s stomach feels like it’s dropping out of his body. Who
the fuck was filming this? There he is, with Jensen’s face between his
goddamn huge hands, and, oh God, it took all his acting skills to hide the
grimace on his face, but he can still see it in the way his forehead wrinkles,
in the way his mouth puckers just the tiniest bit. He’s rubbing his sideburns
against Jensen’s, and Jensen almost looks like he’s enjoying it.

Oh God. Oh God. Oh God.



“Jared was pretending to be a cat,” Jensen says, as if that explains
everything. As if that makes this okay.

Jared leaps to his feet.

“This is—this is pornography right here,” he says, voice trembling, chest
heaving as he points an accusing finger at the screen. And he means it,
because, oh God, he can practically hear Bruce’s filthy dirty talk. Jared
watches as he turns Jensen’s face and rubs Lee against Rousseau, and, fuck.
Everyone’s only laughing harder, and they all think this is a joke, isn’t it?
That pornography comment? But this is pornography, and, oh God, now
Bruce is wolf-whistling and Lee’s making some kind of snarky comment.

“Yep, two grown men rubbing their cheeks together; that’s pornography, all
right,” Misha says. He has his phone out. Oh fuck no. Misha is not gonna
tweet this, except—except someone else’s phone buzzes, and then there’s
laughter as they pass around the phone.

“Good one, Misha!”

It’s too late. Oh God. This—this abomination is now immortalized. On Twitter
and on the gag reel. Oh God. Oh God oh God oh God. They’re never going to
shut up about this at the cons, and, holy fuck, he’s going to be reliving that
for the rest of his life, isn’t he?

Hey. Hey, Jared. Hey.

What? Jared manages to think through the shock that’s gripping his body.
Everyone’s laughing around him, but, goddamn, this is not funny. At all.

Hey. Get us a copy of that.

Yeah. Damn, that’s hot.

Jared buries his face in his hands.

“Let me die.”
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